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Login 
After successfully registering, users can login into the system from the login page by providing their 
email address and password. 

Please see screen-snap below for the login page. You can visit this page by clicking the link below. 

Login page : https://www.livestockpro.app/login 

https://www.livestockpro.app/login
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Dashboard (User)
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Here user can see 

1) Total Animal
2) Average weight
3) Min weight
4) Max Weight

There are charts in the dashboard area that are mentioned below. 

❖ Weight (Clickable)
❖ Group By Weight (Clickable)
❖ ADG (Average Daily Gain)
❖ Group by ADG
❖ Revenue
❖ Summary of Sale between Last year
❖ Number Of Births And Deaths (Clickable)
❖ Breeder Performance (Clickable)

All above charts can filter with a group and Exclude Deaths and Exclude Sold too. 

Below are the graphs and it’s detailed explanation. 

Weight 

Through this graph users would be able to know the number of animals for the specific weight range. By 
clicking on the particular graph bar user can see the list of the animal record. 
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Group By Weight 

Through this graph users would be able to know the number of animals for the specific weight group. 
By clicking on the particular graph bar user can see the list of the animal record. 

ADG (Average Daily Gain) 

This graph shows the average daily gain of the group of animals between the selected date range. 
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Group by ADG 

This graph shows the number of animals based on the  average daily gain group. 

Revenue 

This graph shows the revenue in the past 12 months or based on calendar selection. Users can generate 
revenue by selling their animal and that can be added to the system records. 
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Summary of Sale between Last year date range 

Summary of the sales details will be displayed here in this section including Avg. price/KG, Avg. weight 

of sale and Total Revenue. 

Number Of Births And Deaths 

We are displaying a single graph for the death and birth of the animal for the selected date range. Users 
can select the death or birth option to see particular statistics. Animals can be considered as a birth and 
death based on the date added on the record. 
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Breeder Performance 

Analytics of the breeder performance will be shown here based on the selected date range in the option. 
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Setting 

General setting: 

Here users can set the default date format and weight Measurement from the general setting section. 
Currently we are supporting KG and LB for unit of measurement. Users can find this section under 
Settings > General Settings section 

Group: 

Users would be able to create a group of animals to measure their statistics and performance. So that 
groups can be added from the Settings > Group section. Users can also edit the group name or can 
delete the group if that is not in use.  

To add a particular animal record into any group, users need to edit records or he/she can create 
individual records with a particular group. 
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Records 

This is a main module of the web application where users can upload the records of the animals which 
they would like to manage and export and import the records also. 

If a user wants to export the records which they have added then we are providing the facility by clicking 
on the ‘Export Records to Excel’ button on the record list page. 

In case you need to search records then we are providing the search functionality. You just need to type 
the word which you are looking for and the record will be filtered based on that word. 

Here if any record animal has a child available into the system then you can see by clicking the expand 
icon on the particular record row. 

User can add new records two ways A) Manually add by from fields B) Import Records from the excel 
sheet. 
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Manual Record Add 

Users can add records by clicking on the ‘Add Record’ button. Please see the screen-snap for the record 
add button. You can also change the record details by using the external bluetooth 4.0 keyboard (iOS 
and Android BLE enabled devices) 

Below are the required fields to complete Individual record: 

1. EID : 15 Digit Number
2. Visual Tag :
3. Group
4. Weight : Current | Historic Date Listing (Linked to EID)
5. Medical Record
6. Condition (0-5) : Current | Date Listing (Linked to EID)
7. Sex : Male : Female : Steer : Heifer : Unmarked (Drop down)
8. Age : DoB (manual)
9. Death : Date
10. Newborn Record : Date Selection - creates a new linked blank record
11. Mother : Visual Tag
12. Father : Visual Tag
13. Notes : Current | Date Listing (Linked to EID)
14. Dehorn (Yes / No / TBA / Polled)
15. Sale : Date
16. Is Pregnant ? | Yes or No
17. Record Date
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Import Records 

Users can import existing records into the system. We are supporting pre-defined xls sheet templates 
which can be imported into the system. To add a bunch of records into the system users can use this 
functionality. 

Users can also update existing records through import xls, in that case they need to keep the EID Or 
Visual tag identical for the record. 

While importing records, the user needs to add a record date in the required field. So each and every 
record will be inserted or updated by the import process and will have the same record date which is 
added by the user. 

You can download the sample excel sheet by clicking on the button on the import record UI named 
‘Download Record Template Sheet’. Please see the UI below for the same. 
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Mark as sold 

As we are managing stock for the animal, there may be any situation where we sell any particular 
animal with a specific price.  So in that case we need to add that details into our system too. We are also 

providing functionality to mark particular records as sold. 

User needs to click on a ‘Mark as a sold’ icon from the record row or from the detail page. Below popup 
will get opened after clicking on the icon where you need to provide details regarding Weight of the 
record, Date of sale, Sale Price/Kg and final price of the record. 

If you want to mark multiple records as a sold then you can do it by importing the sales record excel 
sheet. For that you need to click on the ‘Import sales records’ button on the record list page. 

You can download the sample excel sheet by clicking on the button on the import record UI. Please see 
the UI below for the same. 
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Medical Batch 

As we are managing stock for the animal, there may be any situation where we maintain the medical 
history of the animal record.  So in that case we need to add that details into our system too. We are 

also providing functionality to add medical batche detail on the record . 

User needs to click on a ‘Add Medical Batch’ icon from the record row or from the detail page. Below 
popup will get opened after clicking on the icon where you need to provide details regarding Medical 
batch. 

If you want to add multiple medical batch records then you can do it by importing the medical batch 
excel sheet. For that you need to click on the ‘Import medical batch records’ button on the record list 
page. 

You can download the sample excel sheet by clicking on the button on the import medical record UI. 
Please see the UI below for the same. 
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Record detail and history 

We maintain the record history when users update and import the records. For example if any record's 
weight is changed over time then the user can update that record's weight with the record date, so the 
weight of that record will be logged with record date and that can be used for tracking the progress.   

Users can view the record detail page by clicking on the EID. When the user clicks on the EID on the 
record detail page below details will be displayed. 

We are displaying the below individual parts on the record detail page. 

❖ Weight over time graph
❖ Detail of the record
❖ Sales Record
❖ Medical Batch
❖ Record History
❖ Child Records
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Please see below detail explanation of the each section 

Weight over time graph 

We are tracking the weight change for individual record animals. So users can see progress of the 
weight over time through this graph. 

Detail of the record 

Current records field value is displayed in this section. You can edit the record by clicking on link. 
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Sales Record 

Sales details of record including Weight, date of sale, Sale price/kg and final price will be displayed in 
this section. 

Medical Batch 

All the details regarding Medical Batch records will be displayed in this section 

Record History 

Record field change log will be displayed in this section. 
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Child Records 

Child record can be created by adding a new record and mentioning the existing record’s visual tag as a 
mother/father visual tag. 

All the childs of the individual record will be listed in this section. Child records haves same detail as a 
normal record including weight over time graph, record details, record history. 

Users can also change the details of the child record by clicking on the edit icon. By clicking on the edit 
icon child record’s edit form will be opened. 
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Billing 
Users can manage his billing and subscription plan from the billing section. To navigate to the billing 
section, users need to click on the Billing tab. 

Here users can change the subscription plan, add the payment method card and also see the billing 
history. 
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Summary 
Livestock pro is used to store and maintain the animal’s data and the user can upload and check the 
growth of the animals and also can maintain the history. This information will help users to monitor 
animal’s weight gains, track their performance to target weights and identify top and bottom performers 
via simple graphs and charts. 

Registration and Subscription 
Users can select a subscription plan based on their requirements related to the  number of records 
they want to manage in the system. 

Once the user registers they will get a confirmation email and once the user confirms then they 

will be able to login the system. 

All plans are set to 14 days free trial. So whatever plan the user selects at the time of registration will 
work for free and even without entering credit card details for 14 days. On completion of the free trial 

system will freeze the account if the credit card is not entered already, so the user then enters the credit  
card and activates the account again. If a credit card was already entered the system will charge it and  
activate the paid plan which was selected at the time of registration. 

Users can also select the Weight Measurement while signup so all the records of the animal will be  
managed with a selected unit of the weight. 

There is functionality to change the plan after registration if the number of records 

increases with time. At that time users can change the plan which accommodates a larger number of 
records. 

Please see screen-snap below for the registration page. You can visit this page by clicking the link 
below. 

Registration page : https://www.livestockpro.app/register 

https://www.livestockpro.app/register
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